A CALIFORNIA BOUTIQE DESIGN SHOP

Strategically, Creative.
Strategy
Consulting
Graphic Design
Online Marketing
Advertising
Digital Assest Management

Small Is
The New Big.
We’re virtual and flexible.
Cecil was virtual when being virtual was new. And
as a virtual design agency, we can grow to
accommodate projects of any size or stay small
enough to work within your needs. Which is really
just another way of saying, you won’t have to pay
for layers of infrastructure that you don’t need.
We’ve been there.
Cecil has been building brands of every size since
2003. He’s done it for a wide range of companies,
small and large across nearly every sector.

Out of SIGHT!
What we believe.
Every client deserves the kind of individual attention that
can only be found with a small firm. We also believe that
every brand — no matter how new or well-established —
deserves to be treated like it is the only one that matters.
Which means we'll make your communications fit your
style. Not ours.
We’ve been there.
Cecil Lopez has been building brands of every size since
2003. He’s done it for a wide range of companies, small
and large across nearly every sector.
Strategically, Creative.
Creativity without purpose is nothing more than a pretty
idea. CLD adds action to creativity and the result is design
that not only looks good, but also makes people respond.
Corporate, Brand, & Product Identity
Packaging & Label Design
Event & Experience Branding
Print Collateral & Brand Communications
Advertising, Promotion, & Sales Enablement
B2B & Trade Marketing Design

Don’t go at it ALONE!
You need a champion.
You need someone to help you keep
everything consistent, keep everything going
forward, and in the same direction. Since we
are experts in all facets of brand expression,
we can help to ensure that everything you
use to communicate your brand looks great
and works as hard as it can.
You need a creative partner.
You need a collaborative partner focused on
making your brand, business, service,
product, or event look as special as it
deserves to. A partner that brings that unique
combination of experience and talent to bear
on your specific project, with your objectives
in mind.
You’re on radar.
Your customers. Your stakeholders. The world
is waiting for you to make something
happen. That’s why you need it all done
within scope. So we’ll meet your objectives
on time and on budget. Because if a solution
doesn’t match your business goals, it’s not
going to do anyone any good.

Call for your free consultation or visit:
www.cecillopezjr.com

